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Due to the coronavirus epidemic, millions of people found themselves on quarantine or in
self-insulation.

People are on boredom and dwell.How to make quarantine to benefit?

Candidate of science, neuropsychologist, head of the Scientific and Practical Center "House"
Svetlana Shishkov.

1. Take care of the right diet and physical activity.

It has been proven that these simple measures improve not only health, but also the mood.Many
companies in quarantine terms provide free shipping.However, it is not worth ordering pizza, rolls or
pancakes every day.

Improve yourself and closely with useful complex dishes, which you have always lacked time and
spirit.Learn the stove pies, cook borsch or incompass on Kyufta-Bozbash.Perhaps after quarantine
they will become your corona treats, and the story of what circumstances you learned to prepare
them - a family legend.

Even if you do not have the opportunity to go out, a simple warm-up can be done several times a
day on the balcony or in the room before the open window. The physical activity trains the
respiratory and cardiovascular system (due to this improves the blood supply to the body), increases
endurance, contributes to the production of hormones of happiness and pleasure, and therefore
adjusts to a positive way. If you want to make classes as efficient as possible - find on the network
video tutorials and master - classes of famous coaches. If you wish, you can even master the exotic
types of physical exertion.

2. ... and about food for the soul

Infinite currents, rollers on YouTube and soap operas leave after themselves only a sense of
emptiness and regret about aimless time.Even if you revised all world film sacred, now you have a
unique opportunity to pump your intelligence.

During quarantine on the network passes auction of unheard of generosity.The most famous
theaters (Vienna Opera, Metropolitan Opera, Big, etc.) carry out free broadcasts of their
performances, museums - invite to virtual tours, during which you can not rush to consider
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Hermitage's masterpieces, Tretyakov Gallery, Louvre, Gallery Uffizi, British Museumand Museum
Van Gogh.Publishing Titans have posted free electronic books and magazines, and leading
universities - video and audio lectures for various subjects.

Of course, all this would like to see and hear the victim.On the other hand, think how much time and
money it would be necessary for this.And quarantine will allow you to make a world tour absolutely
free ..

3. Think of good

Psychologists know that every third statement about the dissolution of marriage is served after a
joint holiday.And it is not by chance.The need to be in the "one boat" daily and round the clock
sharpens the problems that were not as noticeable for everyday affairs and bustle.The spouses
appear the time and strength to decompose old resentment on the shelves, to interfere with the old
wounds, and this process can put a point in the relationship.

Therefore, it is better to remember good.Lay your wedding album and remember in detail first this
day, and then - your honeymoon.Tell children the story of your dating and try to remember what
exactly your chosen one attracted.This will help to shake dust from relationships, and maybe fall in
love with each other anew.

4. Learn to work remotely

An unprecedented social experiment is performed before our eyes. Due to coronavirus, millions of
people were forced to master the skills of remote operation. Experts predict that after the end of the
pandemic, many companies will continue to work in this mode. And on. As this will help at least save
on rental and office content. The same practice shows that the employees are less likely to be sick
at the remote, and tasks perform tasks faster - after all, they do not have to spend time either on the
road, nor for lunch, nor distracted by resin-sung with colleagues.

There are also a lot of cons of such work.The main one is social deprivation (in more simply, light
inadequacy), to which there is a chronic shortage of communication.To overcome it, in its schedule it
is necessary to allocate time to communicate "live".Instead of writing letters or messages - talk on
video chat.And it is better - regularly arrange meetings with friends and colleagues (of course, after
the end of Quarantine). From the coronavirus epidemics, millions of people found themselves on
quarantine or in self-insulation.
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It has been proven that these simple measures improve not only health, but also the mood.Many
companies in quarantine terms provide free shipping.However, it is not worth ordering pizza, rolls or
pancakes every day.

Improve yourself and closely with useful complex dishes, which you have always lacked time and
spirit.Learn the stove pies, cook borsch or incompass on Kyufta-Bozbash.Perhaps after quarantine
they will become your corona treats, and the story of what circumstances you learned to prepare
them - a family legend.

Even if you do not have the opportunity to go out, a simple warm-up can be done several times a
day on the balcony or in the room before the open window. The physical activity trains the
respiratory and cardiovascular system (due to this improves the blood supply to the body), increases
endurance, contributes to the production of hormones of happiness and pleasure, and therefore
adjusts to a positive way. If you want to make classes as efficient as possible - find on the network
video tutorials and master - classes of famous coaches. If you wish, you can even master the exotic
types of physical exertion.

2. ... and about food for the soul

Infinite currents, rollers on YouTube and soap operas leave after themselves only a sense of
emptiness and regret about aimless time.Even if you revised all world film sacred, now you have a
unique opportunity to pump your intelligence.

During quarantine on the network passes auction of unheard of generosity.The most famous
theaters (Vienna Opera, Metropolitan Opera, Big, etc.) carry out free broadcasts of their
performances, museums - invite to virtual tours, during which you can not rush to consider
Hermitage's masterpieces, Tretyakov Gallery, Louvre, Gallery Uffizi, British Museumand Museum
Van Gogh.Publishing Titans have posted free electronic books and magazines, and leading
universities - video and audio lectures for various subjects.

Of course, all this would like to see and hear the victim.On the other hand, think how much time and
money it would be necessary for this.And quarantine will allow you to make a world tour absolutely
free ..

3. Think of good

Psychologists know that every third statement about the dissolution of marriage is served after a
joint holiday.And it is not by chance.The need to be in the "one boat" daily and round the clock
sharpens the problems that were not as noticeable for everyday affairs and bustle.The spouses
appear the time and strength to decompose old resentment on the shelves, to interfere with the old
wounds, and this process can put a point in the relationship.

Therefore, it is better to remember good.Lay your wedding album and remember in detail first this
day, and then - your honeymoon.Tell children the story of your dating and try to remember what



exactly your chosen one attracted.This will help to shake dust from relationships, and maybe fall in
love with each other anew.

4. Learn to work remotely

An unprecedented social experiment is performed before our eyes. Due to coronavirus, millions of
people were forced to master the skills of remote operation. Experts predict that after the end of the
pandemic, many companies will continue to work in this mode. And on. As this will help at least save
on rental and office content. The same practice shows that the employees are less likely to be sick
at the remote, and tasks perform tasks faster - after all, they do not have to spend time either on the
road, nor for lunch, nor distracted by resin-sung with colleagues.

There are also a lot of cons of such work.The main one is social deprivation (in more simply, light
inadequacy), to which there is a chronic shortage of communication.To overcome it, in its schedule it
is necessary to allocate time to communicate "live".Instead of writing letters or messages - talk on
video chat.And better - regularly arrange meetings with friends and colleagues (of course, after
graduating from quarantine).


